MULTI ROLL
Multi-Purpose Vent
Overview

The Quarrix Multi Roll Multi-Purpose Vent serves as both an intake vent
and an exhaust vent. The versatile 3-in-1 application allows the easy
addition of on-roof intake to homes with no soffits (or plugged soffit vents) -just cut a slot in the roof deck and install it anywhere on the lower 1/3rd of the roof. It also easily
exhausts roof-to-wall spots, and gives the benefits of ridge vent for off-peak installation for vaulted
roofs (or multifamily homes) with a large center beam (or firewall). And the StormStop® Membrane
allows air to flow while preventing all forms of weather from entering the attic space.

Quarrix Multi Roll Benefits

· Proven Performance

Virtually Disappears

Highly durable HDPE material consistently performs
over the long run in all climates.

· Curb Appeal
· Unmatched Versatility

Low profile vent virtually disappears on the roof deck.
Easily adds intake ventilation to homes with no soffits
or plugged soffits and solves tough exhaust ventilation
challenges.

· System Solution

Creates a balanced system and ensures proper 		
attic ventilation when matched with Quarrix Ridge Vent
products.

· StormStop

Membrane
In extreme weather conditions, the spun-bound
material of the StormStop Membrane protects
the attic and keeps
moisture out
while allowing
continuous
Membrane
airflow.
StormStop
is engineered
so that moisture
simply beads up
and runs off to
protect the attic space.

Balanced System

®

StormST P®

The roof of a home needs to breathe in to breathe
out. Simply exhausting air isn’t enough. There
needs to be enough air that comes in at the
eave of the roof to create a balanced system.
Breathe easy knowing
Quarrix roof
ventilation
ensures the proper
ratio of intake
and exhaust
and has
proven
performance to extend
the life of the roof.
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Any Roofing Material

Cedar Shake | Asphalt Shingles | Flat Tiles | Metal | Stone-Coated Steel

3 Applications in 1 Product

SHED
WALL
EXHAUST

EAVE INTAKE

OFF-PEAK
EXHAUST

For a balanced system to work,
every attic needs air intake; however,
not every home is equipped
with soffit vents. Multi Roll can
be installed as an intake vent for
homes with no overhang, too much
overhang or tile roofs.

Multi Roll is a great solution for larger
homes that have a large center
beam or firewall, and cannot usually
use ridge ventilation. Installing
Multi Roll just off the peak, on
both sides of the ridge, provides
the right amount of exhaust.

Many homes have roof-to-wall
situations that are usually ignored.
This can create hot spots in the
attic. Multi Roll allows those areas
to be vented properly, ensuring a
cool attic and a balanced system.

MULTI ROLL SPECIFICATIONS 20’ Rolls
		

Part #

61071

Width

81/4”

Height

5/8” Low Profile

Certified NFA

6.35” Low Profile

Pitches

					

Quarrix Multi Roll Multi-Purpose Vent Patents: 6450882, 6623354, 6913530

3/12 to 20/12

Warranty
Lifetime
Manufacturer’s

Material

HDPE Plastic
SS-MULTI10-12.8.16
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